
Dayton School District Safety Committee 

Meeting Minutes September 20, 2019 

 

Safety Committee Chair Nicki Luper called the meeting to order at 7:30 a.m. Present 

were Kristina Brown, Danon Griffen, Tracy Pearson, Brenda Henderson, Kristina 

Knebel, Dan Nechodom, Justin Jaech, Tiger Dieu and Jana Eaton.  

Committee members were given copies of the minutes from the June 6th meeting. There 

were no new accident reports from the date of the last safety committee meeting to 

present. 

The drill schedule for this year was sent out at the beginning of the school year by 

Principal Brown. The committee discussed the need for directions for subs in the event 

of fire drills or lock downs. The question was raised whether or not doors should be 

locked or unlocked during fire drills. The committee discussed inviting first responders to 

the next drill in order to get their advice and recommendations of any changes that 

should be made to our current practice.  

The committee discussed having student representatives as members of the committee. 

Nicki will work on criteria so that the positions can be advertised to the student body.  

Nicki and Kristina Brown met with hospital staff to discuss holding a hazmat drill that 

would include the school district. Ideas were discussed regarding classrooms and areas 

that could be used for the drill.  

The music risers were discussed. This was an agenda item from last year as there is a 

safety concern with the risers that we are presently using. Tiger will look at them to see 

if they are able to be repaired. New ones are quite expensive to purchase.  

Discussion was held on securing the building at the end of the day. Staff is reminded to 

make sure doors are locked and windows are shut when they leave especially on non-

school days when custodians are not the last ones in the buildings. Tiger also brought 

up the concern of having space heaters left running or the problem of drawing too much 

power on a system that is already at its limits. The new boiler is on line so John & Tiger 

are hopeful that it will be much more efficient that the old one. Dan Nechodom 

expressed a concern that the chiller is still really loud in his classroom. Tiger will speak 

with John to see if this is something that can be repaired.  

The committee discussed meeting dates and time. Nicki will send out reminders and 

calendar invitations. 

Radios were discussed. Many of the radios are not working and they don’t have a very 

good signal strength from building to building and out to the Ag shop and bus barn. It 

was discovered that the batteries had probably never been replaced so that will be the 

first step to see if this will improved coverage. At this time there are 16 radios scattered 



around the District. There was discussion that one of the radios in the District office 

could go to one of the PE classes. With the budget constraints this year there are not 

funds for new radios or to put in the repeater that would help with signal strength. In the 

event a grant or other funds are found the radio system could be upgraded but at this 

time the only action will be replacing the batteries. 

Lockdown drills were discussed. The committee was briefed on a concern that there 

needed to be a briefing before the lockdown so staff would know the procedures. There 

was also discussion held that phone volume, speakers and strobes be tested before the 

next drill. Principal Brown stated that first responders may have recommendations and 

up to date information to share since they are on the “cutting edge”. The plan will be to 

bring them in for the first drill. Kristina has also been working with the hospital to hold an 

active shooter drill. The plan would be to stage as if it were the real thing so that the law 

enforcement, emergency services, the hospital and the community would all be a part of 

the drill. Kristina will work on more of the details before committing to the plan. 

Principal Brown spoke to the committee about mental health training and support for 

students and staff. She will continue to look into what type of programs are available. 

The next meeting is scheduled for Friday, November 22nd at 7:30 a.m. in the District 

Boardroom.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Jana Eaton 

Safety Committee Secretary  

 


